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"PEP" P.T. FOR THE MEN WHO TACKLE SNEAK RAIDERS

"Pep" P,T, is the latest thing for anti-aircraft gunners on Britain's coastal
front-line,

In places where "fringe target' attacks are to be expected any minute of the

day, ordinary P.T, keeps the gunners Bodily fit, and "pep" P,T, tunes them up for

split second action.

Devised by the Army Physical Training Corps, these P.T, exercises last only
ten minutes. They are now being carried out on gun sites in Anti-Aircraft Command
with the object of keeping the men physically and mentally alert while they spend
increasingly longer hours at the guns each day Waiting for Nazi sneak raiders.

In light A.A., the gunner's job is "all quiet" one second, and high speed
action the next. To get results in a six-second engagement with a Focke Wulf they
have to be more than just normally fit!

Nothing may happen in one "fringe target" area for hours - perhaps for days.
The danger of boredom or inactivity through the gunners being tied to the same spot
all the time, must be countered.

So "pep” P,T, came in.*

It goes like this; Someone blows a whistle. All the boys stop whatever they
are doing, Battledress blouses and shirts are peeled off. They go straight into

special exercises which quicken the brain and make it work fast,..

Yet there are those men who cannot and, indeed, must not, do these exorcises.

They are the light A.-A, "manning" detachments - gunners who are at action stations

and who may not leave the gun for even half a minute.

In order that they shall not grow tired or feel the strain of constant looking

and listening, they too have special P.T. periods, -which last about ten seconds -

brain stimulators to keep then active while still at their seats or on the firing

platform.

.Another thing that helps, especially during hot days, is the "light lunch"

idea. This does away with the sleepy afternoon feeling which follows a heavy

meal.

The big meal of the day is now taken in the evening, when the temperature is

lower and the night watches begin.

It's quickness - and fitness - which bring success in fighting the sneak

raider, ,
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